**Core tip:** Techniques like infrared (IR) spectroscopy have been used in different research areas and their potential has been established in the field of biomedicine. However studies connecting the basic spectral data to histological features are very few. The connection between diagnosis of the disease pathology and spectral features often needs a correlation. This study address one such issue pertaining to the varying histology and the spectral signatures in mid IR region by trying to understand the contribution of one type of bio molecules in presence and absence of another using biopsies rather than synthetically created combinations.

INTRODUCTION
============

In fourier transform infrared (FTIR) based diagnosis of cancer and other abnormalities, the signals from nucleic acids form a vital part and occur due to changes in the composition of the DNA\[[@B1]-[@B5]\] and RNA. For example, changes occur in DNA composition and structure in biopsies which are routinely used in pathology laboratories. Biopsied tissues are subjected to various procedures like paraffin embedding, deparaffinization with hot xylol and ethanol and thus, many smaller molecules are removed and what remains essentially are the nucleic acids, glycogen, proteins and other macromolecules. It is well known that nucleic acids undergo changes in all types of cancers arising due to the composition of DNA\[[@B6]\] that is altered due to mutations or other effects and the transcription and translation is a consequence of these alterations as well as cause of disease manifestation. Both the nucleic acids, RNA and DNA have been found to absorb in the wave numbers region 900-1300 cm^-1^ in the mid-infrared (IR) that are of diagnostic potential\[[@B2]\]. However, this region is also the region where carbohydrates and phosphates/phospholipids prominently absorb. Thus, it becomes important to study how the absorbance of nucleic acids is affected by other compounds which are present in the tissues and absorb at overlapping wave numbers.

Many approaches have been undertaken to identify the contribution of nucleic acids by measuring the intensities at wave numbers where nucleic acids absorb\[[@B7]-[@B10]\]. However, most of these cases dealt with *in vitro* conditions where lipids and proteins were not affected by the fixation procedures. Moreover in these cases, the signals were measured from intact cells and not from tissues, while during preparation of sections from biopsies, even the nucleus has a possibility of being sliced, leading to the reality of exposure of the nucleic acids to histopathological processing.

We under took the study in colonic tissues which provide an ideal condition for studying the absorbance bands arising from the nuclei (nucleic acids) by measuring different zones across the transverse section of the crypt. The colonic crypts in transverse section display the epithelial cells arranged around the lumen with the nuclei located at the periphery of the crypt. Thus, by gradually increasing the (circular) aperture of the FTIR-microscope, circular areas of various diameters can be measured that include and exclude the nuclei. In this system at least three different regions can be measured. The lumen that is filled with secretions, consisting of mostly glycoproteins with negligible contribution from lipids and nucleic acids is the inner most and measured by the smallest aperture. The outer circle that includes the nuclei along with other cellular structures gets included in measurements at the maximum aperture. Contribution from the central region that has mostly cellular structures especially the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi bodies that would be required for synthesis of the glycoproteins and their packing (rich in lipids due to the folding nature of the ER) as well as organelles filled with mucin is varied with the aperture. We assume that migrations of extra material from the surrounding areas into the crypt during all histopathological procedures is minimum. Since one region of the crypt is measured with respect to another region in the same crypt, using difference of the normalized spectra, the variability in the thickness of the sample, and presence of cell debris and other factors that are usually encountered in biological samples are not expected to affect the study. Similarly while doping of compounds can be used as model system to study interference, the presence of multiple components makes the designing of such doping experiments complicated and may not mimic what occurs in the real biological systems. We utilized the advantage of the microscopic setup that allows the selection of regions of the crypts suitable for the study, and focusing on the various crypt zones as detailed in the methods section. The present work thus allows us to look into the contribution of the nucleus that contains mainly nucleic acids and proteins besides lipids that form the structure around it without much interference from carbohydrates which have a significant overlapping absorbance with these biomolecules in the mid-IR region. We propose at least one mechanism by which the RNA/DNA parameter plays a role in diagnosis of colonic abnormality, namely due to the decreasing interference from carbohydrates/glycoproteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Data acquisition
----------------

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded colonic tissue from biopsies (taken from regions far from the location of cancer) of colon cancer patients were retrieved with their consent from the histopathology files of Soroka University Medical Center, Beer-Sheva (SUMC). Identical sections, 10 μm thick of colonic mucosa were taken\[[@B11]\] and used for FTIR-MSP or for parallel hematoxylin eosin staining. A pathologist examined the tissue histology under microscope to ascertain that there was no influence of stromal material in the measurement sites in the biopsy and the region where measurement on crypts was undertaken was equivalent to what is observed in a normal colonic mucosa with regards to morphology, when the data were being collected for establishing the principle. For the study using samples of IBD patients, measurements were made on crypts that were in the region considered as having normal morphology as well as in regions where the disease was diagnosed by the expert pathologist. All diseased spectra presented are the average of spectra of that category of disease. Sub categories were not evaluated in this study and are a future prospectus.

The measurements were made only on circular crypts that had no contaminating material and were of the required diameter. The crypts were selected such that they represented the measurements along the middle of the height of a crypt as seen by their proximity to the stromal layers. The FTIR measurements on biopsies were performed using the FTIR microscope, IR scope II, with liquid nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride detector, coupled to the FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Equinox model 55, OPUS software). After focusing on a crypt, the lowest diameter was selected (45 μm) and the moving stage so adjusted that the entire lumen was covered by the circular area of measurement (area E in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Once this was established, the slide was not moved on the microscope stage, but only the aperture was increased to cover the entire crypt regions gradually measuring regions D, C, B and A. Only those crypts where the entire crypt was enclosed in the circular aperture of diameter of 120 μm without elimination of any crypt structure or inclusion of stromal substance, were selected. Then measurements were made from the lowest to the highest diameter aperture sequentially. A background measurement was made separately for each slit diameter and was used to calculate the corrected absorbance for each aperture separately. To achieve a high signal to noise ratio 128 co-added scans were collected in the wavenumber region 600 to 4000 cm^-1^ for Fourier transform processing. The spectra were baseline corrected using OPUS software and normalized to amide I band in the region 800-1800 cm^-1^ after smoothing, using the software to further exclude noise arising due to the effect of decreasing apertures. This method was carefully followed to allow a relative comparison of various zones. The intensities obtained at various wave numbers were used for subsequent analysis. Additional normalization methods, such as amide II or vector normalization, have also been tested and gave negligible changes in the results.

![Histological section of H&E stained colonic biopsy showing the architecture of crypts in a transverse section. The different zones indicated by letters show the part of the crypt that likely has a different metabolic pattern. The numbers indicate the size of the microscopic aperture that is used to obtain the spectra of the portion of the crypt. The circle consists of several cells joined in a concentric manner around the lumen with their nuclei in a peripheral configuration to the lumen. N: Nucleus; L: Lumen; C: Cytoplasm.](WJG-23-286-g001){#F1}

Spectral analysis and statistics
--------------------------------

We used 19 crypts of human colonic tissues from patients that were of similar morphology, size and spectral features away from any abnormality to establish the initial spectral variation pattern. The spectra were collected from different crypts using different apertures as represented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. All the spectra were cut in the region 800-1800 cm^-1^. The spectra in each region were manipulated separately using OPUS (7) software before computational analyses.

**Principal component analysis:** Five categories of crypt spectra were considered here according to the microscope aperture used during the measurements. Our aim was to find differences among the spectral categories by analyzing its IR spectrum and established that measurements at each aperture gives rise to spectra which can be grouped together. This indicated that a spatial variation exists in the distribution of biological components across the crypt which can be monitored by FTIR spectroscopy. Each spectral measurement includes *D* points, which may be represented as one point (or vector) in a D-dimensional space. The number of representing points (*i.e*., number of different spectra) is denoted by *N*. In order to find the features characteristic of each category, two methods were considered: principal component analysis (PCA), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)\[[@B12]-[@B16]\]. PCA is was used for dimensionality reduction\[[@B12],[@B14],[@B17]-[@B20]\], as well as for a rough classification of the measured data into the five categories. In PCA, the data is represented in a reduced "principal" subspace, defined according to the variance between the measurements, with orthogonal basis vectors ν~1~, ν~2~, \..., ν*~k~*, arranged according to the variance, in increasing order (ν~1~ is the direction of maximal variance, *etc*.). The corresponding components are the 1^st^, 2^nd^, ..., k^th^ principal components (PCs). The data points can also be represented graphically, in a two-dimensional subspace, defined by only two chosen components. This alone can provide some order of differentiation between measurements belonging to different categories. It is usually a rather poor method of differentiation, because it uses only partial knowledge regarding the category features. Nevertheless, it is instructive to investigate the differentiation graphically, even at this early stage of data analysis.

**LDA:** A more comprehensive method of differentiation is the LDA, a linear model which separates data into categories by defining a linear combination of category features\[[@B21]\]. In our case, the features were the measured data points, but it is computationally better to use the data after having performed the PCA procedure. Data classification is obtained by analyzing a training set (a subset of the total data) in order to examine the model's efficiency.

The LDA analysis was carried out using the "Leave one out" algorithm (LOO)\[[@B12],[@B14]\]. In the LOO algorithm, the training set contained all of the measured spectra, except for one. The category of this left-out measurement was then calculated, and compared to the known category. This procedure was repeated *N* times; in each repetition a different measured spectrum was left out. LOO usually applied with small amount of data was used when *k* = *N*, the number of data points\[[@B22],[@B23]\].

**Cluster analysis:** Using cluster analysis\[[@B24],[@B25]\] which is an unsupervised technique, it is possible to cluster the spectra based on the distances between them. For this manner, each spectrum is considered as a place vector in N dimensional space. The results are shown in dendrogram which is a 2D plot of the date for example name of file *vs* heterogeneity\[[@B25],[@B26]\]. Unsupervised cluster analysis was performed on spectra of the aperture 45 μm and 90 μm samples at different regions 900-1800 cm^-1^.

RESULTS
=======

Colonic mucosa as a model system for studying spectral interference
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Histological section of a colonic biopsy, displaying the anatomy of the crypts in transverse section is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Most crypts which are tubular structures have a circular to oval cross section as seen in the figure and vary in their outer and luminal diameters. The most frequent size encountered in crypts is a diameter of 120 μm and a lumen diameter of 45 μm and these crypts were mainly selected for measurements. It is observed that the lumen is largely unstained in the histological section under H&E staining. This zone consists mainly of secretions of glycoprotein in the crypt. On the contrary, Zone A contains nuclei in a peripheral alignment to the lumen is densely stained. Zone B has some portions of nuclei, while Zones C and D mostly contain cell organelles and cytoplasm. The FTIR spectra of Zone E largely reflect contributions from glycoproteins (and other crypt secretions) while the spectra obtained from Zone A reflect absorbance from component of nucleic acids, especially DNA in the presence of other components. Lipids contribute towards absorbance in all zones and minimally to Zone E and can be traced with the absorbance bands between 1700-1800 cm^-1^ (Esters) and 1345-1469 (CH~2~, CH~3~) cm^-1^. DNA being a prominent contributor to nucleic acid absorbance would be found mostly in Zones A and B while RNA absorbance would be found in Zones A-D. Thus, this system presents a unique opportunity to study contribution of different cellular components in the IR spectra from a variety of de-paraffinized tissue sections under *ex vivo* conditions.

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows typical spectra of the above five zones in the mid-IR region of 800-1800 cm^-1^, which has been used for diagnosis of cancer and contains relevant information from all metabolites in the cells/tissues. There is a progressive decrease in the intensities in the region between 900-1200 cm^-1^ *vs* aperture diameter. This systematic decrease is attributed mainly to glucose (carbohydrates) and glycoprotein absorbance. To further understand the distribution and gradient of various biochemicals along the crypt diameter, cluster analysis was performed. The data are presented in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows that the spectra obtained with the same aperture cluster together due to unique combination of the components in that zone of the crypt. Although the main goal of PCA is dimensionality reduction by choosing the maximum variance directions, sometimes, it is possible to detect classification potential when looking in the PCs domain. Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the scores of PC1 and PC2 in a two dimensional figure generated using the calculated scores derived using PCA calculation. As can be seen from this figure, there is a total separation between the data points of the far zones (A and E, A and D), while the data points of near zones are overlapped (D and C). To further establish that neighboring zones had variations in spectra and composition we used a more sophisticated LDA classifier. LDA analysis followed the PCA calculations performed spectra in the range 900-1800 cm^-1^ show clear differentiation among spectra obtained with different apertures (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These results establish that we have a biochemical variation along the crypt diameter and this is reflected in the mid-IR spectra.

###### 

linear discriminant analysis of spectra

  -------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  Zone A   20   0    0    0    0
  Zone B   1    16   3    0    0
  Zone C   0    4    14   2    0
  Zone D   1    0    2    16   1
  Zone E   0    0    2    5    13
  -------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

![Amide I normalized spectra of a representative crypt with a lumen diameter of 45 μm and an outer diameter of 120 μm. The histological sections on the right show the aperture of the microscope and the corresponding region of the crypt along with the spectra obtained for the same. The notations for the regions in the figure correspond to those of the spectra displayed in Figure 2. The spectra are normalized with respect to Amide I. Numbers indicate the size of the aperture.](WJG-23-286-g002){#F2}

![Variation of the spectra due to aperture. A: Cluster analysis of spectra obtained with apertures of 45 and 90 μm to show the variation if composition between zones and similarity within zones. Forty-five and ninety numbers indicate the apertures in the labels of crypts; B: PCA analysis of the spectra showing the variation in biochemistry along the crypt diameter. The lines are drawn to show the group and are not mathematical in origin; C: Second derivative of the normalized spectra obtained with various apertures, in the region between 900-1200 cm^-1^ showing the different wave numbers where the carbohydrates and nucleic acids absorb and how these vary due to the aperture.](WJG-23-286-g003){#F3}

Signature component to indicate gradient across crypt
-----------------------------------------------------

We next examined the spectra to see which regions exhibited the maximum variation in the diagnostic parameters. The most striking variation seen in the region 900-1200 cm^-1^ is due to decreasing glucose (carbohydrate) and glycoprotein absorbance when the aperture was increased gradually from 45 to 120 μm. This indicates that as the aperture increases contribution from other macromolecules like proteins, lipids and nucleic acids becomes significant, causing a relative lowering of signals from the carbohydrate/glycoprotein absorbance. Second derivative analysis of the spectra showed variation of metabolites absorbing in different regions obtained due to aperture variation (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The lumen secretions originate from the secretory vesicles that are concentrated in Zones B and C. Thus, monitoring the glucose/glycosylation variation would establish the validity of the model. (Zone E containing glycoproteins in a higher proportion than other zones, exhibits a deeper minima at this wavenumber (approximately 1030, 1045 cm^-1^) in the second derivative spectra (Top right panel Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The pattern obtained in Zone E shows bands that correspond to absorbance from glycosylated proteins (increased absorbance at amide II, and at wave numbers between 900-1300 cm^-1^) which are known to be present in the crypt lumen. Thus, we establish that there is gradual decrease of this component using our model which correlates with the histological features. Glycoproteins are secreted into the crypt lumen and as expected a decrease in protein level is reflected also in the increasing minima (in the second derivative spectra) at the amide II due to decreasing proportion of protein absorbance with the inclusion of additional cell components and nuclei into the spectra as we move towards the periphery (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} lower right panel).

Relation between RNA/DNA and other overlapping cellular components
------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the variation in different metabolites across the crypt. We evaluated the variation of carbohydrates/Amide II (I (1045 cm^-1^)/I (1545 cm^-1^), which is expected to be highest in the lumen and progressively decrease with increasing aperture as most carbohydrates and glycoproteins are secreted into the lumen and hence are concentrated in that region (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It is observed that as expected, the level of glucose and phosphates decrease when the aperture increases, indicating that the bulk of the carbohydrate absorbance arises from the luminal components (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The RNA/DNA ratio which decreases with aperture shows that DNA signals arise mainly from components localized at the periphery further confirming that the absorbance from nucleic acids and carbohydrates can be spatially partitioned in this system (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Other parameters that indicate levels of carbohydrates and nucleic acids display similar trends (data not shown).

![Analysis of different parameters to indicate the changes in composition within a crypt. A: Distribution of different metabolites in the various zones: Glucose/phosphate \[I (1030 cm^-1^)/I (1080 cm^-1^)\], Carbohydrates/amide II \[I (1045 cm^-1^)/I (1545 cm^-1^)\], RNA/DNA \[I (1121 cm^-1^)/I (1020 cm^-1^)\], and Phosphate/amide II \[I (1080 cm^-1^)/I (1545 cm^-1^)\]. Each line represents a crypt and the dark line represents the average. A few crypts are shown along with the averages to indicate the pattern; B: Correlation between different parameters (Solid square-phosphate/amide II and solid circle-carbohydrate/amide II) and the RNA/DNA ratio along the crypt. The lines are only an indicator of the trends. The values within the box indicate the correlation coefficients of the different parameters with the RNA/DNA ratio.](WJG-23-286-g004){#F4}

Under normal conditions DNA and RNA are present in the nucleus while the cytoplasm contains mostly RNA. As the aperture increases signals from DNA get included and the signals from RNA have a relative lowering. The classical ratio I (1121 cm^-1^)/I (1020 cm^-1^) seems to best denote the inclusion of nucleic acid absorbance in the spectra as this increases considerably with aperture in the larger apertures (Zones B and A) in the spectral measurement. Inclusion of the nuclei results in inclusion of signals from DNA which is mostly confined to the nuclei. Both RNA and DNA signals are expected to increase with aperture. However our results indicate that the RNA/DNA ratio increases. Therefore RNA signals seem to increase more rapidly than DNA. This observation may be due to the fact that several types of RNA exist in the cells and nuclei and most of the DNA is usually in compact form with less contribution to IR absorbance. However the region where these two nucleic acids prominently absorb IR is also the region of considerable absorption by sugars and their derivatives.

To understand the variation of the nucleic acid contribution in presence and absence of carbohydrates and other interfering components, the relation of the parameter representing the RNA/DNA ratio was plotted against the parameters representing concentration of carbohydrates/phosphates (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It can be seen that the parameter shows an inverse relation as indicated by the negative correlation coefficient between RNA/DNA ratio and those representing the carbohydrates or phosphates. This shows that if there is a decrease in carbohydrates due to any disease condition, an increase in signals from RNA/DNA may be expected and becomes relevant when the diagnosis is based on FTIR spectral measurements.

Absorbance of nucleic acids in the crypts
-----------------------------------------

To further verify the proposition that disappearing carbohydrate/glycoprotein signals can lead to increasing signals from nucleic acids, we subjected the spectra obtained from different grades of colonic malignancies to a qualitative analysis where data were obtained by measuring absorbance in the entire crypt circle and a difference spectra of the malignant with the normal was plotted. As can be seen (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), there is similarity between the difference spectra obtained for colonic malignancies with the difference spectra obtained between Zones A and B. This indicates that the observed diagnostic potential of the technique owes its origin to the phenomenon, *i.e*., loss of luminal structures and components that are present in normal histology but are absent or disturbed during malignancy. The nucleic acid signature is obtained under both these conditions is presence or absence of the interfering components.

![Extrapolation of the principle/observations to disease conditions. A: Difference spectra between normal, IBD (Crohn\'s-H and Ulcerative colitis-UC) and cancer (C) tissues showing similar pattern to the difference spectra obtained by subtracting normalized spectra with apertures 120 and 90 μm (bold black line); B: Second derivative of the difference spectra of 120 and 90 μm showing peaks corresponding to nucleic acid absorbance (DNA-1020, 1080, 964). The difference spectra of IBD, normal and Crohn's represent the average spectra for each category from ten different patients subtracted from the average normal spectra.](WJG-23-286-g005){#F5}

To further confirm the absorbance of nucleic acids, we analyzed the second derivative of the difference spectra of the total crypt area (Zone A) and Zone B containing some portions of nuclei should result in identifying the signatures exclusive to DNA. Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the second derivative spectra where minima are observed at wave numbers that correspond to nucleic acid absorbance bands. A statistical analysis of the parameters showed significant difference in the ratio obtained with the inclusion of absorbance from Zone A when compared to the parameter obtained from absorbance in the lumen alone (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). This shows that the RNA/DNA ratio though susceptible to interference from the carbohydrate moieties can still be a significant parameter when used to detect changes occurring due to variation in nucleic acid content even in tissues rich in glycoproteins. We further studied this correlation between the average parameters and the RNA/DNA ratio to see the interference of the substances. Histologically studies of the cross sections of crypts, indicate that the lumen is shrunken and there is a collapsing structure with nuclei of the cells occurring inner to their normal occurrence\[[@B27]\]. Thus, this indicates that indeed the nuclei contribute to the absorbance.

###### 

Comparison of diagnostic parameters between different zones as evaluated statistically showing the *P* values

  **Apertures**   **1121/1020**   **1244/1230**   **Glucose/phosphate**   **996/966**
  --------------- --------------- --------------- ----------------------- -------------
  45, 60          0.00164         0.000501        0.008998                0.267273
  60, 75          0.00376         0.0003          0.187822                0.002968
  75, 90          0.235976        0.319264        0.123108                0.003836
  90, 120         4.26E-05        0.199106        1.55E-05                0.016475
  45, 120         1.10E-05        0.000104        1.07E-10                0.007219
  75, 120         0.000104        0.037284        9.58E-09                0.000418

The *P* values were obtained by comparing data at different apertures. Light gray shows significant difference at 0.01 \< *P* \< 0.05 and dark gray shows non-significant difference between the two values. Unshaded values show significant difference at *P* \< 0.01.

DISCUSSION
==========

FTIR spectroscopy has been increasingly seen as a potential technique for analysis of metabolic profiles of cells and tissues during diagnostics in biomedicine\[[@B19],[@B20]\]. However, it has an intrinsic complexity associated with overlapping signals from different metabolites that can simultaneously absorb making it difficult to often assign variations in absorbance at a particular wavenumber to a single metabolite. To overcome this problem other than taking very specific intensities corresponding to known metabolites that are expected to vary due to biological variations, advanced methodologies for spectral analyses have been adopted\[[@B15],[@B18]\]. These have been useful to partly increase the sensitivity and specificity of spectral analyses especially in cancer diagnostics.

A question of considerable implications in this field is how the variations of chemical composition from one group of compounds may affect the signals arising due to another group absorbing at similar wave numbers and how such interference may result in affecting the diagnostic features of the FTIR spectroscopy. While the effect of contaminating extraneous materials\[[@B28]\] and confounding variables\[[@B30]\] have been studied as a part of the basic research into spectral interference, no study about how the actual interference from components intrinsic to tissues has been undertaken.

Phospholipids are known to absorb at overlapping wave numbers with nucleic acids and can influence the absorbance due of nucleic acids. We confirmed that the variation of the phospholipids along the crypt diameter was minimum and did not contribute significantly to the observed variations of the nucleic acids by monitoring the changes at 1737 cm^-1^ where lipids have absorbance with least interference from other macromolecules (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus a decreasing level of carbohydrates coupled with an increasing signal from nucleic acids can help confirm the absorbance due to nucleic acids at their specific wave numbers.

The correlation between the average parameters and the RNA /DNA ratio was plotted to see the interference of the substances. Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the negative correlation of the two components, carbohydrates, phosphates with the RNA/DNA ratio showing that these substances decrease while the RNA/DNA (1121/1020) ratio increases with correlation around -0.9. Thus, our initial hypothesis that a decreasing carbohydrate and phosphate absorbance could contribute to increasing signals of RNA/DNA is verified.

Our groups had previously demonstrated that utilization of simple ratios of intensities of nucleic acids in the mid-IR region from normal and cancerous samples of different tissues can be quite effective. Implementing such simplistic analysis is important when the technique is to be used in clinical set ups as most personnel dealing with such preliminary diagnosis may not have the required expertise to undertake more complicated analysis as well as to avoid dependence on more complex software programs and personnel. Interestingly, the absorbance of nucleic acids is also affected by the presence of carbohydrates or carbohydrate containing macromolecules, which are known to vary from the normal levels in tissues due to carcinogenesis\[[@B31]\]. This has been observed in several tissues like colon, cervix and cell lines\[[@B2]\]. Thus, it became important to undertake a study to understand how the variation in carbohydrates affects the signals of nucleic acids.

The colonic crypts in cross section provide a unique opportunity to understand this phenomenon of how increasing or decreasing levels of absorbance of one component affects the signals associated with a diagnostic variable. Under situations where permissible, therefore developing techniques to eliminate the contribution of carbohydrates would render the technique more efficient when diagnosis is based on nucleic acid absorbance. It may also lead to identification of changes in nucleic acids composition of content using FTIR spectroscopy due to enhancement of signals from DNA or RNA. The RNA/DNA ratio is one of the parameters that has a near universal diagnostic potential across different types of malignancy. During malignancy accumulated glycogen or carbohydrates decrease in both Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and cervical cancer and during this condition the RNA/DNA ratio is an effective parameter\[[@B31]\]. Thus, lowered interference from carbohydrates may indeed lead to improved nucleic acid signatures. We show cases of IBD in the present study and the variation. Observations with different grades of colonic malignancy previously had shown that RNA/DNA is indeed an effective ratio and histopathological features indicated the shrinking of the lumen or distortion of the lumen in crypt circle evident of disappearing or altered carbohydrate metabolism\[[@B11]\].

With increasing evidence from different studies indicating common variations during malignancies, it is feasible to identify and classify the disease stage and grade based on spectral data. However the pathologist would still be needed for ascertaining that the measurements are made in the right region. While a pathologist's classification would still be subjective, a spectral data would help further lend a quantitative approach to the diagnosis. This has been the objective behind using computational methods that are free from human bias. Previously studies have indicated the potential of predicting diseases from biopsies\[[@B32]\]. While the disappearance of carbohydrates (Glycogen) an decrease in its signal in the FTIR spectra is a function of the differentiation process in the cervical epithelium\[[@B33]\] and is elucidated by measurements in different zones , in the crypt the same analogy may be observed by varying the measurement using different aperture in the crypt circle. This establishes that biological variations can be manifested as chemical signatures and are the basis for the diagnostics.

We have traced the variation in the interfering components along the colon crypt diameter along with the nucleic acid variation and shown that decreasing carbohydrates from interfering substances may indeed lead to improvement of signals from nucleic acids leading to its effectiveness as a diagnostic variable.

In conclusion, we utilize the unique features present in the cross sections of crypts in the colonic biopsies and advanced computational methods to establish the contribution of nucleic acids in presence of carbohydrates. We demonstrate the validity of using the RNA/DNA ratio as a diagnostic parameter for detecting colonic malignancies (abnormalities) by studying how the nucleic acid absorbance may be effective in spite of presence of confounding variables like carbohydrates and phosphates in tissues. The present study indicates that one has to be careful when comparing results obtained from different apertures and utilizing the system for diagnosis. Different apertures strongly affect the extracted biological markers due to overlap between the IR signals at different zones.

COMMENTS
========

Background
----------

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microscopy principles for diagnostics are still being evaluated. This study looks at the role of interference from absorbance of compounds in the same wave numbers.

Research frontiers
------------------

The authors established the effect of removal or reduction of one component on the efficacy or potential of another being used as a diagnostic parameter.

Innovations and breakthroughs
-----------------------------

The authors used the complex architecture of the colonic crypt transverse section to study variation of metabolites and the ensuing spectral features.

Applications
------------

These findings are used to diagnose the diseases from evaluation of biopsies in an objective method.

Peer-review
-----------

The authors focus on differentiating normal and cancerous tissues by using FTIR spectroscopy. The overlap of major absorbance bands of nucleic acids, carbohydrates and phospholipids in the mid-infrared region would decrease the diagnostic potential of this technique. The authors used the colonic tissues as a model system to study the interference of macromolecules and eliminate RNA/DNA ratio as an improved diagnostic parameter for detecting colonic malignancies. This article is well written with good readability.
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